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One Judgets View
by George 0asier

This year, in Hot Springs, South Dakota, I was one of three judges at the
Cartographic Salon at the NSS' annual convention. Twenty five people
entered 38 maps in the Salon. These included 27 rnaps from the United States
(I2 different states Here represented), 6 from Mexico, one from Canada, 2

from Jamaica, one from Honduras, and one from Australia. Almost without
exception, all these maps were superb representations of each cave and the
three judges; Keith Goggin, Bill Storage, and nyself; wish we could have
given more awards. In all, n-e gave five Honorable Mentions (green ribbons),
one Merit Award (blue ribbon), and one Medal Award, which is the overall
winner.

The winners were:

Green:
Copperhead Cave
Cueva Inclinada
Rock Springs
Lechuguilfa Cave
Cutlip Cave

l{edal:
Dunco Spring Cave

WestnoreLand Co., Pa.
Oacxaca, Mexico
Tooele County, Utah
Carlbad Caverns Natnl. Park
Pocahontas Co. West Virginia

Accompong Cockpit Country
Jamaica, West Indies

WaIt Hanm
Carol Vesley
Rodney Horrocks
Andy Lutsch
Doug Medville

Stephen Grundy
Olivia Whitwell

Mike Futrell

Blue:
Caves of Thanksgiving Head Bay, Vancouver Island
Island British Colunbia

This year the maps were judged not so much by minute cartographic detailt
but by technical merit, useability, and clarity. This resulted in some
unusuaL choices. For exanple, one map, which had no border, a few uneven
Ietters, and no cartographerts n&me, received a green ribbon. However, the
cave passages on this map were c.Lear and there were plenty of ceiling
heights and cave elevations. In shortl it was very easy to understand this
map.

Other choices were }ess agreeable. Two excellent maps had no ceiling
heights or elevations. Another two entries made no mention of the linear
units: was the cave surveyed in neters, feet, niles, or centineters? Still
worse, two naps, including and excellent representation of a large and
complicated cave system in Oklahona, had no elevations. Caves are three
dimensional entities that are developed up and down, as well" as along linear
planes. It was very discouraging not to be able to award these naps
ribbons. Still other naps were disqualified for confusing &reas' inproper
use of cave nap symbols, atrd incomplete profiles.

/
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So what did we look for?

The important items were:

Barscales with linear units
A true North arrow
A date
Zero datum
A labeled entrance
Ceiling heights

The lack of any of these items resulted in the disqualification of the nap.

Two points: The cross-sections should have been to scale; and a profile
view of the cave could have been substituted for ceiling heights, pit
depths, water depths, and el-evations.

It xas discouraging that very few of the maps used true north. Even worse,
most of the cartographers used magnetic north without a date.

Then there were other itens that were less important:

How much passage detail was there?
Did the shape of the walls appear natural or -lr-ere they crudely drawn?
Did the cross-sections match the passage? Were ceiling changes shown

on the plan view? Were there areas of the cave that were
confusing?

Were there areas of the cave that yas poorly represented?
How difficult w&s it to deternine the relief and height of the

passages? Was the general appearance of the map pleasing?
Was the title too snall or too laige?
Was the line consistency good or bad? (The walJ-s shouLd have been

drawn thicker than the interior detail.)
Were the north arrow, barscale, and title well placed?
Were there any inconprehensible abbreviations?

Four naps form Tennessee displayed no county and state, but gave the state
code and nunber, which is incomprehensible to anyone non knowing their
systen.

Finally there were the minor points:

What kind of survey was it? (Brunton and pace, Suuntos and tape,
etc. )

What fornation was the cave developed in?
Who went on the trips?
Who drew the naps?
Who compiled the data?
What nas the length of the cave? What was the depth of the cave?
Was there a border?
I{as there a precise cave location?

{
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One thing: One person put an abbreviation in the title. If information is
important enough to be placed in the title, it should not be abbreviated.

Second thing: I found it very disappointing that only two of the caves
gave a location so that soneone could find the cave. This trend had become
so prevalent that the North Carolina cave law requires that no location be
put on a cave nap. I realize that many people are worried that their caves
will be over use or vandalized if they put locations such as ]atitude and
longitude, UTM coordinates, and elevations on their naps. Howeverr a cave
nap is a record of the cave and I think it is very inportant that the user
be able to locate the cave in the field. If the present trend continues,
no one is going to be able to relocate these caves a decade or two down the
road. Are we producing toilet paper for our children, or useable cave
maps?

In conclusion, I r.'ould like to say that af I cave map judging is very
subjective and that the criteria by which I judged each map is different
from everyone else. I hope that each and every contestant continues to
enter their naps in the Salon and I would like to wish them a.II "Good
Luck!". All the naps this year were excellent, and I wish we could have
given everyone a ribbon, instead of 'nit-picking' the entries down to seven
winners.

Keep up the good work!

SkeLching
fu 1eorge D&sher

RecentJ.y, I happened to go on & survtiying trip where one or two of the people
were sonewhat less than experts on sketching. Contrary to my previotis opinion'
I could not sit in the entrance and give then a quick, competent lesson, not
with three other caving parties waiting on me.

Sketching is very inportant. More cave passages have been resurveyed because
of a bad sketch than because of any other reason. Thereforer the maximum
effort should be made to draw the best possible sketch of the passage.

Once in the passage to be surveyed, the sketcher should have absolute control"
of the survey, The team Ieader of the cave guide might lead the cavers to the
pessage to be surveyed and the group nay vote or throw rocks to decide which
passage they wish to nap, but once that decision has been nade and the cavers
are physically at the beginning of the surveyr the sketcher should have
absolute control over the placenent of each shot, the number of shots in an
area, splay shots, and the length of each shot. It is like a pilot, navigator,

/
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and a bombardier; the pilot and the navigator get the plane to its target and
then the bombardier flies it during the bombing run. Of course on a caving
trip, the tean leader, sketcher, and trusty cave guide might be the same

person.

There are two ways to sketch

Method One: Draw to & precise scafe. The sketcher determines which way is
north and chooses a. scale. If the first shot is 34 feetr 285, -5, then the
sketcher determines which direction is 285 degrees (just a little north of due
west); then he or she scaLes off the distance, subtracting a little for the 5

dearees inclination. If the station is on a four foot square breakdown rock,
the sketcher scales out four feet twice and draws & square rock. Walls, other
floor features, and this and that are all drawn to scale in their proper
relationship to everything else. Then, in theoryr once back at the office' the
poor bloke drawing the map uses the same method to construct the working map.

Some sketchers even take a protractor and scale into the cave to extract the
ultimate from this technique.

Well, Method One is a bunch of bull! It is too tediousr too tine-consuning' an

energy drain, and is just a general pain in the ass, especially when you are
tired or up to shoulders in a crawlway of wet, cold mud.

Method two: Draw to an approxinate scale.
This method depends on two criteria. First, always record the dimensions to
the left wall, right waII, floor, and ceiling. These me&surernents will be
required to reconstruct the sketch back, i.n the office.

Secondr you need to know the approxinatJ ""r1" of the final nap. li ttrat scale
is 50 feet to the inch, draw the sketch at 40 feet, 30 feetr 20 feet -- but do
not draw it at 50 feet. Another trick that helps is to never take a survey
tape into the cave that is longer than the linear distance that will'equal one
inch on the rap. I draw big passage at about 20 or 25 feet to the inch -- I
don't get & whole lot of each passage on a page (maybe only four station's
worth), but I can sure squeeze a lot of detail onto that page. I draw
crawlways and fissures at about 5 feet to the inch -- that leaves me g lot of
roon for error.

When sketching, draw the walls and floor detail first. Now' with the
approximate sketching nethod, it is irrelevant that it is 25 feet to breakdown
block x. What is important is that breakdown block x is one third the distance
to the next station and that it takes up half the passage. The mud bank next
to the station is one fourth the size of the passage.

What I am sayingi is: Draw relative
and don't worry about which way
much larger than the final mapr
cave, once it is reduced.

sizes, dontt worry about exact measurements
is north. Since you are drawing at a scale
your sketch will be a good rendition of the
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Another thing: I dimension a lot of things in the cave, such as the size of
breakdown, the distance between the breakdown and the wall, or the distance
between the last survey statiott and the end of the passage.

Third thing: I don't just write four nunbers for ny right wall, left wall,
floor, and ceiling. Sometimes, I write five, six, or even seven numbers, such
as: 5/I0, 8, 0/7r 20. Translated, this neans it is 5 feet to the first right
wall and 10 to the second; 8 feet to the left wall; 0 feet to the first floor
(the station is on the floor), 7 feet to the botton of the crack below it; and
20 feet to the ceiling. What I an doing is giving nyself more data fron which
to reconstruct the sketch.

Back to walls and floors. Draw them first. Remenber the wa]Is are not
straightr So look and see their little nooks and crannies and draw them. That
four by four breakdown block is one third the size of the passage and nestled
up against the right wall. Just divide the passage into thirds -- the right
third is the block. Square off the block and move to the next item.

Since you only have to show the approximate location of each item on the
sketch, your pace will be faster and, with the survey team not waitin$ for you'
you will, discover yourself looking for other things to add to your sketch.
Notice how that waII sh'eeps into the change in the ceiling, the floor is
covered with breakdown, the soda straws back in a cubbyhole, the single 'nite'
on the ledge, and that the wall ledges are bedrock or clay. Since you are
sketching at 25 feet to the inch, you will have plenty of room for all these
extra itens. Look and see what is in the passage, then draw it.

After drawing the walls and
channefs. Place the survey
always on the s&ne walL or
depths and pit depths, but
recorded in the notes. Lastly,

floor detail, add the ceiling changes and
station and nark it weII -- remenbei, it is not

in the center of the passage. Don't forget water
you wouldn't need passage heights, those will be
draw a cross section at each station.

There are tricks to surveying big passages. First, don't use the full length
of the tape take short shots, fron one proninent breakdown block to the
next. Zig-zag down the passage, placing one station on one wa.Ll and the next
on the other wall. Shoot plenty of splay shots; these are just single shots
fron the survey to the other side of the passage. Map around the circumference
of & room, or down one side of the passage and back up the other side. The
secret to constructing a good sketch of a big pessage is that the sketcher
should have absolute control of the survey. That way, the sketcher can design
the survey through the areas he or she is having troubl"e with. Taking hundred
foot shots ( in & cave where the nap will be 50 feet to the inch) over and
through complex areas of the cave is a sure way to overload the sketcher. You
might Bet finished earlier, but someone else will have to re-enter the cave and
do the job right. Remember: More cave passages have been resurveyed because
of a bad sketch than for any other reason.
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Now, back at the office. How is the working map drawn? Well' first the
coordinates are plotted, either by hand or by a conputer. Then the
draftsperson marks all the right and left walJs. Usually' I estinate the short
distances and measure the long distances. Then, he or she draws in the walls.
Then they add fLoor detail. Do they actually measure every little item? No,
they sayr "Here is a square breakdown block, one third of the way between
station 45 and 46 that is half the size of the passage. " They draw it in as
such and move on to the next feature. The reduction in scale from the sketch
to the map corrects for any mistakes made by not precisely scaling the sketch.
Ceiling changes are added next; ceiling heights, pit depths, water depths, and
elevations followl and cross sections are last.

to conclude:
ALways record J-eft wall, right wall, floor' ceiling
Sketch at a larger scafe than the final map
Sketch to approxinate scafe, not to a precise scale
Mark the station proninently
Add pit and water depths
Draw plenty of cross sections. Remenber, Look for more detail in the

cave passage, then draw it.

Tips:
1.) Never use a tape longer than the number of units that will equal on
inch or centimeter on the work nap
2. ) Use plenty of splay shots
3.) Zig-zag in large finear passages
4. ) Shorten the shots in complex passages
5. ) The sketcher should have total contro.l over station placenent and the
length of each shot.

On the Origin of the Topofil Surveying Device
fu Claude Chabert

(fuanslated bt Peter Sosted/

As far as I know, the invention of the topofil took place in France. It was
apparently first made by the Chaix Conpany, who were well-known for their
high-quality compasses Of all their compass types, the topofil was used by
nost caver surveyors before the Suunto compasses became available. This
topofil was of conical forn and used a 5 km spool of string' which made it too
heavy to be really suited to underground use.

It was Bruno Dressler who around 1963-1964 came up with ways to modify the
topofil to make it more suitable to cave use. He used a rectangular camping
pot attached to the compass assembly itself in four places. The box was

10x10x8 cn and could hold either 500n or 1000m spools. This instrunent was the
predecessor to all those described in Compass and Tape 1988' (3)' and was
quickly adapted by French cavers. Robust, (mine had survived a 10n fall)t
light, easily repaired, it nonetheless had a naior drawback which led to models
nade by Valcain and Marbach to become more popular. This drawbacks were that
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the thread had not only to be threaded through a needle, but the needle itself
had to be passed through the miniscule exit hole. These operations were
difficult to perform in cold, wet or nuddy caves.

It should be noted that the necessity for the needle could have been avoided if
all thread spools had the end tied to the spool. In this case, when you ran out
of threadr you could have simply tied the thread of the new spool onto the old
thread. Unfortunately, only some thread-makers have the ends attaclied to the
spool - most do not.

A disadvantage of all topofils (including the new ones) is that it is the
thread which turns the distance counter. Therefore, the thread must be pulled
smoothJ.y and evenly - not always easy in & cave.

The principal advantage of topofils is the ease of surveying pits. One does
not climb the rope carrying the thread - rather a small weight is attached to
the end of the thread, which is lowered until it hits the bottom. The weight
(such as an empty can of chicken) then also marks the station.

Dressler also had the idea of gluing a protractor onto his device to measure
inclinations. A bubble was used to level the instrunent (an idea copied in the
Vulcain topofil). The advent of the Suunto inclinomet,er made the topofil
protractor obsolete for it suffered several disadvantages:

could not measure angles between 0 and 7 degrees accurately,
could not measure over long distances due to sagging of the thread.

As an aside, I night mention that I have used the topofil on two occasions in
the USA. The first was when two smali caves near Midnight Cave (north of Del
Rio, Texas) were surveyed in 1972. The second was when Red Watson, other CRF
joint venturers, and I resurveyed I'ndian Cave in Sa1ts Cave (lrlammoth Cave
System) in 1981

My Dressler topofil continues to incite interest and admiration when I
demonstrated it. It has never seriously failed during the 18 Jiears of use in
which about 50 km were napped underground.

Although it has been nuch imitated, the brands available conmercially today are
not necessarily much better. Sadly, the Dressler model is no longer available
and Bruno never made the inprovenents that could have made his design superior
to the ones available today.

BibI iography:
(1): 53-55.

Dress-Ler, Bruno - "Topographic par fi1 perdi", Spelunca, 1966
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Survey Grading
by

Robert ?hrun

Every so often' someone advances the ldea of cave survey grading. sonetimesthe reason for using numerical grades is just a notjon that is is nore scien-tific' Donald lr{cFarlane wanted to speciry tne accuracy of naps [1]. The kee-pers of state cave databases think that they should have "o." infornationabout the quality of a nap, so they add a numirical grade. The grading systenempJoyed is usually the one defined by the Brltish cave Research Association(BCRA) f-21. I have expressed my dissatisfaction with BCRA grades tgl in replyto McFarlane's letter. This article is to exprain ny reasons in more detatl. rwould prefer to contlnue to lgnore survey grading and not wrlte this article,but ignorlng grading will not make it stop-spreading.

In this article I will reprlnt the definitions of survey grades. I do so withsome reluctance because I really don't want this to be a reference on surveygrading' However, as a reader, I flnd nothing more confuslng than a diatribeagainst the unspeakable nhen I have no ldea what the unspeakable thing is.Because the definitions are rong, they are placed in appeniices.
Historv
The notion of survey grades was introduced in 1g50 by A. L. Butcher [4] in apubllcation of the cave Research Group of Great Britaln (cRG). Most Arnericansgot their first exposure to grades fron the book British caving tsl. Thesedefinitions are reprinted in Appendix A. Butcher's l9F0 cRG grades includeddetail grades, but the detail grades were-not rnentJoned in British ca^ving.

The CRG grades were revised in 1965 [6J. I will not reprint the 1965 defini-tions because of the space it would take'and also because I do not know of anyuse of the 1965 grades by American cavers. The r96s cRG grades rncluded detailgrades and were similar to the later BCRA grades.

The BCRA grades first appeared in a BCRA newsletter [zl in 19zs and then inthe book surveying caves tzl in 19?6. Appendix B contains a conbination of the1975 and 1976 wordings.

The Difficultles with BCRA Grades

?he BCRA grades or any grading scheme Is confusing to the uninltlated, whjchincludes novice cavers and scientists in other fields. t{e night get caversused to grades by insistent use of grades, but why? Does anyone expect non-cavers to know what a grade XD or 38 survey ls?

The BCRA grades are backwards with respect to common terninology. The poorest
BCRA grade ls 1. In other contexts we have such terns as first class, Grade A,and first rate' A land surveyor's first order survey ls the nost accurate.The BCRA gradlng discourages the use of grades 2 and 4. This was a compromisebetween different groups of Britlsh cave surveyors. one group clained thatthere were only three grades of survey: "the rough sketch, the quick explora-tory survey, and the proper survey" [sJ. other surveyors wanted their Grade ssurvey to remaln a Grade 5 survey and not be glven a lower number. some con-sider there to be only two grades, "rough" and "accurate,,, since a roughsketch is not a true survey [2, p. 7].
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The definitions of the BCRA grades are based on the accuracy of the survey
measurenents. However, in reading British caving newsletters, I have found no
indication of any attenpt to establish the accuracy of the survey. fn actual
practice, the grades are nothlng more than a statement of the precision of the
instruments used. If a survey is done with a handheld conpass and clinometer
marked off in degrees, the survey is a grade 5. The nuneric grades glve only
the lllusjon that they reflect the accuracy of the survey. If the grades just
reflect the instruments used, why not state, in plain Engllsh, what was used?
There is roon on a nap for that.

Grade 2 is one of the discouraged grades. It corresponsd to compass and estl-
nated distances. This is one of the more useful types of survey, slnce it can
be done rapidly by one person and is adequate for route-finding purposes.

Grade 3 is obsolete except for underwater caves. I can not think of any
conpass that is graduated in 5 degree increments. It is just as fast and con-
venient to nake neasurements to the nearest 1 degree. Slnilarly, wlth the
availability of fiberglass tapes, no one uses a cord with knots at l-neter
intervals. From what I have observed, the readings on a fast survey are nade
as accurately as those on a better survey, although there nay be less checklng
for blunders. The differences between a fast survey and a deflnltlve survey
lie in the sketching, side shots, and lead checking. If, as I suspect, the
fast survey is as accurate as the deflnitive survey, the supposed two accuracy
grades are reduced to one and the whole accuracy gradlng systen is unneces-
sary.

Grade 7 should have renained the designation for a very accurate theodolite
survey. However, the situation was conp-licated by some cavers who cobbled
together a bunch of surplus instrunent dials with sights and called the device
a theodolite [9].

Butcher and Railton [6] enphasized calibration of compasses in thei.r 1966
definition of CRG grades. The requirenent for calibration was retained in the
BCRA grades. Calibration neans establishing the difference between an instru-
nent's reading and the true value. With the exception of a few organizations
like the Cave Research Foundation, US cavers do not calibrate their lnstru-
nents. A survey done to magnetlc north, no natter how accurate, does not
qualify for BCRA grade 5, although sone naps carry a grade 5 label and only a
magnetic north arrow. To properly calibrate a conpass by BCRA requirenents, it
is necessary to sight between surface landnarks near the cave. The common
practice of readlng the magnetic declination from the notes on a topographic
map is not sufficient to calibrate a conpass.

The BCRA grades have poorly chosen boundaries. l{hen I process survey data by
computer, I compare closure adjustnents wlth assuned errors based on the pre-
clslon of measurements. Sone of these comparlsons r{ere reported ln a papen
[10]. Most surveys that would be classed as grade 5 on the basls of the in-
strunents used do not qualify on the basis of closure error. A very few would
qualify as grade 6. The nornal survey methods, all essentially the sane,
straddle the range of BCRA grades from 4 to 6. To my way of thlnking, dtffe-
rent grades should correspond to real differences in accuracy and technique. I
can inaglne quibbling about assumed precision of measurements, actual closure
adjustnents, and proper evaluation methods.
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Only one BCRA grade ls normally assigned to an entire survey. The grade does
not refJect the fact that different closures have different accuracies. There
is no way of reporting the variation in closure errors.

The enphasis on accuracy in the definitlons of survey grades gives the inpres-
sion that the accuracy of the basellne ls the most important aspect of survey
quality. This impression was particularly strong during the period when the
only definltions readily available to Americans were those in British Caving,
which did not mention detail grades.

The detail grade definitions do not take the scale of the map into
account. The detail grades are based on nhat was recorded in the cave, not on
what is presented on the map. On a small scale map, not much detail can be
shown and it does not rnatter what was recorded.

Host persons, if asked to grade the detail on a nap, would go by the anount of
detail. The BCRA detail grades do not consider the amount of detail, instead
the grade is based on whether or not the details were measured. All the detail
between passage walIs could be erased without changing the detail grade.

The detail grades, if interpreted literally, seem to require taplng the pas-
sage dinensions and other detail. The wording of the detail grade definitions
is taken fron the report of the lt{endip Cave Survey Colloquiun [11], which pro-
vides the clarjfying connent: "'ileasurement' of detail includes estimation in
the cave if distances are short." The use of neasurements as the basis for
detail grades has the advantage that one does not need to nake a subjective
(and arguable) judgenent about the completness or accuracy of the details.

Better Survey Grades

A good grading system should reflect rea] differences in survey quality in an
unaerbiguous manner. My idea of such a systen is shown in the following table.
Each grade is undebateable; horizontal angles, distances, or vertical' angles
are either measured or not neasured. The three columns labeled A, B, and C are
as follows:

A--
B--

c--
fal
things
better.

The nurnbering progresses in the same order as the BCRA grades.
A rough sketch with no measurements is considered to be a
grade zero survey.
The best grade has the lowest number.

giving these grades three different sets of nunbers just to confuse
and because I do not favor the use of grade numbers. Plain English is

Numbering System
ABC Type of survey

No survey or nap made
Rough sketch, no neasurements nade
Conpass and estimated distances
Conpass and measured distances
Compass, clinometer, and neasured distances
Theodolite or other high-accuracy method

0
10
27
32
43
54

5
4
3
2

I
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Bevond Survev Grades

Donald McFarJane, in the letter that inspired this article, expressed a desire
to state how aecurate a survey is. Percentage error is often quoted, because
it is sixrple and easily understood. There have been many articles pointing out
that percentage error is not a satisfactory neasure of survey accuracy because
errors do not build up linearly. An additional problem with percentage error
is that a single number does not apply to all parts of a cave survey.

l{ith conputer processing of survey data, we get information on actual closure
errors. For the most part, this closure information is not reported. The clo-
sure infornation nay be plotted in various ways or sunnarized with statistics.
Those who have large amounts of computer-processed survey data are just be-
ginning to present them. The best nethod of presentation ls yet to be estab-
lished. This will be the subject of another paper.

Any description of survey accuracy that Is based on closure errors applies
only to those parts of a survey that were lnvolved In loops. The best we can
do for other parts of a survey is describe the nethods used.

Those who maintain cave lists want to include infornation about the maps. Thejnformation kept in cave fjles night include the following infornation about
the rap quality: Is the survey complete? t{hat is the scale of the map? Is
there a profile view? How accurate is the nap? How much detail does the map
have? Is the detail accurate?

The last two guestions anount to asking for a detail grade and call for naking
a Judgment about the quallty of detail. I'do not think we could get cavers to
agree on a set of objective criteria for,rating the detail level. I know that
I have trouble coning up with ratings for-a series of aaps, and that Qoes not
involve getting others to agree with ne. I would like to see soneone try to
make a set of criteria for Judglng the amount of detail on a map.
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Appendix A: CRG Survey Grades from British Caving

CAVE RESEARCH GROUP GRADES OF SURVEY

Grade 1. Rough dlagrarn from memory, not to scale.
Grade 2. Sketch-plan, roughly to scale; no instrunents used;

directions and distances estimated.
Grade 3. Rough plan-survey; smalJ pocket compass graduated to

ten degrees, lengths by marked cord or by stick of known length.
Grade 4. Prisnatic compass graduated in single degrees (con-

pass error not known); measuring tape or marked cord.
Grade 5. Calibrated prismatic compass; clinoneter; metallic or

. steel tape; bearings to nearest degree.
Grade 6. Calibrated prisnatic compass and clinorneter on tri-

pods, or miner's dial; chain or steel tape.
Grade ?. Theodolite for bearings and slopes; distances by

steel tape or chain or by tacheomet5v; or by more accurate
methods

Appendix B: BCRA Survey Grades from Surveying Caves

BCRA SURVEY CENTRE LINE GRADINGS

Note: caving organisations, and others are encouraged to
reproduce Ithese tables] in their own publications; The
permisslon of the British Cave Research Association to reproduce
these three tables need not be obtained.

GRADE 1 A SKETCH OF LOW ACCURACY WHERE NO MEASUREMENTS HAVE BEEN

IUADE

(Grade 2) May be used, if necessary, to describe a sketch that is
internediate in accuracy between grade I and grade 3.

GMDE 3 A ROUGH MAGNETIC SURVEY. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ANGLES

MEASURED TO + 2.5 DEGREES, DISTANCES MEASURED TO

+ 50cn; STATION POSITION ERROR LESS THAN I 50cm.

(Grade 4) May be used, if necessary, to describe a survey that fails
to attain all the requirements of grade 5 but is more
accurate than a grade 3 surveY.
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GRADE 5 A MAGNETIC SURVEY. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ANGLES ACCT'RATE

TO + 1 degree; DISTANCES ACCIIRATE TO + 10cm; STATION

POSITION ERROR LESS THAN + 1OCM.

GRADB

GRADE

A MAGNETIC SURVEY THAT IS MORE ACCURATE THAN GRADE 5,

A SURVEY THAT IS BASED PRIMARILY ON THE USE OF A THEODOLITE

INSTEAD OF A COMPASS.

NOTES:
1 The above table is a sumnary and is intended only as an aide
memoire; the definitions of survey grades given above nust be read in
conjunction with the additional conments nade in the B.C.R.A. book
"surveying Caves". The more inportant comments are summarised below.

2 In all cases it is necessary to follow the spirit of the definition
and not just the letter.

3 The tern accuracy, used in the deflnitions, neans the nearness of a

result to the true value; it nust not be confused with preclsion which
is the nearness of a nunber of repeat results to each other, irrespec-
tive of their accuracy.

4 To attain grade 3 it is necessary to use a clinometer In passages
having an appreciable slope.

S It is essential for instruments to be properly calibrated to attain
grade 5 -- details of callbration are given in "Surveying Caves".-

6 A grade 6 survey requires the conptss be used at the linlt of . pos-
sible accuracy, i.e. accurate to 1 O.5 degree; clinometer readings
must be to same accuracy. Distances and station positions must be

accurate to at least + 2.5 cn and nill require the use of tripods. or
similar techniques.

7 A grade X survey nust include on the drawing notes on the type of
instruments and techniques used, together with an estimate of the
probable accuracy conpared with grade 3' 5 or 6 surveys.

I Grades 2 and 4 are for use only when, at some stage of the survey,
physical conditions have prevented the surveyor fron attaining all of
the requirements for the next higher grade and it is not practical to
survey again.

9 The tabular summary above should not be published without these
notes.

Class A
Class B

Class C

Class D

BCRA SURVEY DETAIL CLI\SSIFICATION
All details based on memory.
Passage details estimated and recorded in the cave.
Measurements of detail made at survey stations only.
ileasurements of detail made at survey stations and whenever
necessary between stations to show significant changes in
passage shape, size, direction, etc.

6

x
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Recorrended grading/classi fication corbinations
Grade 1A
Grade 38 or 3C
Grade 5C or 5D

Grade 6D
Grade XB, XC or XD

The earlier practice of adding 's' to the grading/classification to
indicate that forward and back compass bearings have been taken,
should no longer be used.

An additional suffix '/e' should be added to the survey grading/clas-
sification if electromagnetic location techniques have been used to
fix the location of key points in the survey.
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The Minutes of the
i988 Surveying and Cartography

Section Meeting
by George Dasher

The annual neeting of the Cartography and Surveying Section
Speleological Society was held on June 29th' 1988 at the
School in Hot Springs, South Dakota.

Clrairman John Ganter called the meeting to order at 72:
introduction of officers, he reported that the Section's
stabilized at about 200 menbers. Doug I'ledvi.Ile commented that
probably very cfose to naximum number of people interested
cartography within the Society.

of the National
Hot Springs High

28. After &n
nembership had
this number was

in surveying and

John said that after editing twenty issues of the Compass and Taper he wanted
to resign. He also said he was receiving very few subnissions. After a few
ninutes of discussion, Doug noved that the SACS tenporarily suspend publication
of the C&T, At this pointr Tom Xaye stepped forward and volunteered to edit
the C&T. More discussion fo]lowed.

Doug volunteered to bug people for articles for the C&T. Then, after
withdrawing his previous motion, Dougl moved that SACS appoint Tom Xaye as the
new editor of the C&T. George Dasher seconded the notion and it passed by
acclimation.

John Ganter then asked for a new treasuler and Richard Rice volunteered. George
Dasher vol,unteered to continue as secretary and gave the Secretaryts Report:
The minutes of the 1987 SACS meeting ,were published in the C&T and no one has
complained. John said that SACS has less than $100 in the treasury and plenty
of back issued of the C&T.

Doug Medville gave L Vice-Chairman's report. The SACS session had concluded
minutes before the SACS meeting. Eight papers had been given and everything
had gone well. Doug thanked everyone who participated.

Those issues of the C&T that
decided that when soneone asked
the Section would use a nicke] and

George Huppert announced that
being held in Budapest, Hungary
Speleology. He urged all menbers

were out of print were discussed next. It was
for back issues that were no longer in printt
dime xerox to reproduce that issue.

the International Congress of Cartography was
the same week as the International Congress of
to try to attend both congresses.

John Ganter advised Rick Rice to put a note in the Convention Newsletter urging
all Section members to renew their dues.

Bob Thrun said that he "had not done a thing" on cave nap symbols in the past
year. He asked for volunteers to head the conmittee. No one volunteered.
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George Dasher made a notion that John Ganter continue as Chairnan and
Vice-Chairman, respectively. Barry Chute seconded the motion and it passed by
accl imation.

George Veni announced that the regional publication for Bexar County, Texas was
completed and could be purchased for $24.00.

Carol Vesley announced that she was hosting a seninar on Long Cave Projects in
the Mueller Civic Center Auditoriun at 2PM. She urged everyone to attend.

John Ganter asked everyone to pay their dues.

George Dasher nade a notion to adjourn the meeting. There were no takers.

There was more discussion of the C&T. Bary Chute vofunteered the PSC (Potomac
Speleological Cl,ub) or the DCG (District of Columbia Grotto) bulk nailing
pernits.

John Ganter adjourned the meeting at 12:58.

Respectfully submitted by George Dasher, Secretary.

New Editor
by Ton Kaye

As foretold in the last issue of Conpass & Tape, John Ganter has decided to get
another editor. He is staying on &s Chairnan, and I am stalting out as
editor. My invoLvement is based on seeing no one else volunteering as editor
at the 1988 NSS Convention. I don't consider nyself a "real editor", but I am

interested in this newsl-etter continuing to exist. Therefore, I will- do the
editing until soneone else volunteers. I wj.ll give up editorship easily!

I am interested in obtaining both articles for the interior and nice naps for
the cover, Sonetimes, the cover can be the most frustrating item to get for an
lSSUe. So please send me covers. My feeling on then is that 1) they shouJ.d
not have appeared in another national caving publication (grotto newsletter
material is OK), and 2) they should represent the level of quality that fits
the concept of this publication.

As far as the articles are concerned, I am interested in publishing anything
relating to cave surveying and cave mapping. With a specialized newsletter,
one primary problern is that of obtaining articles. I hope to allay anyone's
doubts as to the acceptability of nany kinds of articles. I am interested in
simple tips and surveying anecdotes as well as highly technicaL and
mathematical articles.
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Also, I am irrterested in reprinting certain articles, previously published in
other (geographically limited circulation or foreign) newsletters, that I (and
the person that sends the naterial to me) feel will be useful. Technical,
mathenatical, procedural , or esthetical arguments, trial balloons r or
discussions are appropriate material for this publication, in my opinion. I am
not interested in ordinary cave politics, however.

Material can be sent to _CompesS _&._Igps several ways. As with almost every
newsletter editor, I am using a computer. I can read PC compatible disks. (tf
requested' I will return them after getting the data. ) If you do send a disk,
be sure to include a paper copy of what your article is to look like. Also,
include a "flat, ascii" version of the file. I have programs to convert major
word processors' stuff, but it is useful to have the ascii file just in case.
As the editor of the Pot.omac Caver, I have gotten many artic.l-es via noden
tranfer. Although this is a national publication, inplying long distance
calls, noden transfers may be used. I will make the computer call, if it gets
an article. I also accept "camera ready" copyr provided the r+riting and
printing is acceptable for publication. Handwritten or typewritten copy is
also acceptable. Irty personal bias is toward a uniforn lookng newsletter; those
that are composed of obviously different typestyles and formatting styJ.es tend
to look like a scrapbook. I therefore tend to consider retyping stuff that is
not given to me on disk or xmodem so that the appearance of the newsletter is
more uniform. In doing such things, I nake every effort to make the result
look like the writer intended.

I nust nake apologies for the printing in advance. In the DC area-, we will be
using the DC Grotto and the Potonac Speleological CLub's presses (colocated).
They are old model 1250 offset presses, and the printing quality is variable.
It is also more cheap. Maybe a dues decrease? Maybe we should contract for
professional printing? Let me knor'.
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